The Jiaguwen character, which is inscribed on ox bones or tortoise shells, is one of pictographs, and it is quite different from the modern Chinese characters. The current description method of computerized Chinese character glyph can not be complete successfully applied in describing Jiaguwen character glyph. The Jiaguwen character glyph is changeable, and some of them have many variant forms. Considering these properties of Jiaguwen characters, a human computer interactive dynamic description method for Jiaguwen character is proposed. It describes Jiaguwen characters by using stroke-segments-vector and stroke elements, and it can solve the problem that the internal code space is too small to encode all Jiaguwen characters. The dynamic description of Jiaguwen character glyph provides a solution to the problem of the identification of Jiaguwen character glyph which is caused by the lack of standardization for Jiaguwen character glyph. A human-computer interactive dynamic experiment platform is developed based on the dynamic description method.
Introduction
Jiaguwen character, which is carved on tortoise shells or animal bones, is one of the oldest characters in the world. Along with the rapid progress of information technology, people eager to process Jiaguwen characters aided by computers just like the way they process the modern Chinese characters. There are two hard problems in the digitalization of Jiaguwen. One is that it is not hard to determine every Jiaguwen character glyph; the other is that it is not hard to input Jiaguwen characters. Many scholars tried to solve the Jiaguwen input and/or output problem by designing a Jiaguwen glyph library (see, for example, [1] [2] [3] [4] ) or by designing Jiaguwen encoding schemes (see, for example, [5] [6] ). Since Jiaguwen glyphs are too complicated and there is no a uniform criterion of standardization for Jiaguwen glyphs, the above methods are not very suitable to Jiaguwen characters. In [7] , Shen and Cao determined the glyphs of more than 6000 Jiaguwen characters, which is very useful to research Jiaguwen characters. However, they considered so many features that there are many errors in their determined glyphs of several Jiaguwen characters [8, 9] .
Since the particularity of Jiaguwen characters, a suitable solution space is required before we determine the Jiaguwen encoding and inputting schemes, such that every Jiaguwen character can be well defined and computed in this solution space [10] . It follows from the characteristics of the Unicode system that the above required solution space is hard to determine.
Usually, there are two traditional description methods to digitalize Jiaguwen characters. One is to consider the Jiaguwen a special font and to describe it by the codes of the modern Chinese character which corresponds to the Jiaguwen needed to be digitalized; the other is to encode the Jiaguwen by using "Private use Area" of the Unicode space. The advantage of the former method is that it can guarantee the Jiaguwen and its corresponding modern Chinese character having uniform codes and the shortcoming is that almost every Jiaguwen character has several variant forms. In the later method, every code of Jiaguwen character is limited to E000-F8FF, which is feasible. However, since the space of "Private Use Area" is finite, it is difficult to encode every variant form of Jiaguwen characters.
In this paper, we give a human-computer interactive dynamic description method for the Jiaguwen, which can solve the Jiaguwen encoding and inputting problem caused by internal codes' limited space. It also provides a solution for Jiaguwen glyph recognition problem caused by different description standards.
Human computer interactive dynamic description for Jiaguwen
Unlike the modern Chinese characters, which have normal strokes, Jiaguwen has the features of drawings and the strokes are flexible, which leads to troubles for Jiaguwen input and recognition. According to the modern Chinese characters writing method, we introduce the stroke-segments-vector and stroke elements for Jiaguwen.
The stroke-segments-vector and stroke elements for Jiaguwen
are the start-point and end-point of S ij , respectively. A stroke element E n = (S i1j1 , S i2j2 , …, S injn ) is a complete stroke structure which consists of n stroke-segments-vectors, where n is a positive integer. For any integer k with 1≤ k ≤ n, let S k = S ikjk . Then E n = (S 1 , S 2 , …, S n ). The start-point of S 1 is called the start-point of E n and the end-point of S n is called the end-point of E n . A stroke element is the counterpart of a stroke in modern Chinese characters. The number of the stroke elements of a Jiaguwen character is relevant to the character's structure. Since the stoke-segments-vector has directions, a stroke element may have many description methods. According to the modern Chinese characters' writing rules, we describe every stoke element obeying the left-right, top-down, outside-inside rules. We categorize the stroke elements of Jiaguwen into two groups, i.e., polygonal stroke elements and arc stroke elements. See Table 1 for details.
The polygonal stroke element usually consists of n stroke-segments-vectors, where n ≤ 4. For example, horizontal, vertical, left-falling and right-falling have only one stroke-segments-vector; up-turning has two stroke-segments-vectors; triangle has three stroke-segments-vectors; and rectangle has four strokesegments-vectors. The more stroke-segments-vectors the more precise of the description. However, more stroke-segments-vectors will lead to more calculations.
Every Jiaguwen character consists of stoke elements in Table 1 , where each of the stroke elements has a start-point and an end-point. In order to distinguish the start-points and end-points of many stroke elements, we delimitate stroke elements by putting a delimiter before each of the stroke elements. If the delimiter D = (D 1 , D 2 ) , the above stroke elements can be described as
A Jiaguwen can be considered as a set of its stroke elements. For convenience, we denote the set by a permutation of its elements, where the order of the permutation is decided by the writing order of the stroke elements. Let ZX be a Jiaguwen character with m stroke elements, i.e., E n1 , E n2 , … , E nm . Then the ZX = (E n1 , E n2 , … , E nm ). The description vector of a Jiaguwen (the code of a Jiaguwen) is stored in a text file. In order to distinguish every Jiaguwen's codes, we put delimiters H = (H 1 , H 2 ) and T = (T 1 , T 2 ) before the first stroke element and after the last stroke element of each Jiaguwen's code, respectively. Thus,
Dynamic description scheme
We propose a human-computer dynamic description scheme for Jiaguwen characters. Combining this scheme with the two encoding methods introduced in Section 1, one can deal with all the Jiaguwen characters aided by computers. The steps of the scheme are as follows.
Step 1: Encode Jiaguwen characters using one of the methods introduced in Section 1. In this step, we don't consider the variant forms of any Jiaguwen character.
Step 2: Create a Jiaguwen stroke library according to the encoding scheme.
Step 3: Vectorize every Jiaguwen character's stroke in the Jiaguwen stroke library. Thus, we will obtain a stroke description library.
Step 4: Encode each variant form of every Jiaguwen character and find a mapping from the Jiaguwen stroke library to the stroke description library.
Step 5: Input and output Jiaguwen characters using the dynamically created stroke description library. The above steps except Step 3 are easy to implement. The implement of Step 3 is relative to the operations of transforming Jiaguwen characters to graphs and transforming graphs to Jiaguwen characters. Human is involved in the transforming, i.e., human will adjust and edit the strokes according to his individual viewpoint. Therefore, it is required to describe Jiaguwen characters by human-computer dynamic way. In addition, the stroke description library doesn't contain all the Jiaguwen strokes. So, we need to adjust some strokes dynamically during use. In the following, we introduce the human-computer dynamic description model and description algorithm.
Stroke description algorithm
The main role of the human-computer dynamic description algorithm is to normalize stroke elements and store the stroke information. The algorithm is as follows.
Step 1: Create or open the stroke description library and initialize the variables. In this step, the delimiter D, the start-point H, the end-point T, the number of stroke elements ele_num and the stroke description library will be initialized.
Step 2: Select an operation type. If the operation type is "Ins", then go to Step 2.1; if the operation is "Mov", then go to Step 2.2; if the operation type is "Del", then go to Step 2.3; if the operation is "Edit", then go to "Edit"; otherwise, go to Step 3.
Step 2.1: Insert a stroke segment. The operation of inserting a stroke element E n with n stroke-segments-vectors is done by the strokesegments-vectors one by one. Let pos be the inserting position.
Step 2.1.1: Insert a delimiter (m, 0) and set i = 1 and let pos = pos + 1.
Step 2. Step 2.1.2: If i < n, go to Step 2.1.2; otherwise, let ele_num = ele_num + 1 and go to Step 2.
Step 2.2: Move a whole stroke element. This operation is done by revising every coordinate of the stroke element. Let Vertex[i] be the i-th point of the stroke element needed to move. Let Ver_Count be the number of points of the stroke element and let dx and dy be the horizontal increment and vertical increment, respectively.
Step 2.2.1: Set i = 1.
Step 2. Step 2.2.3: If i < Ver_Count, go to Step 2.2.2; otherwise, go to Step 2.
Step 2.3: Delete stroke element. This is done by deleting every coordinate of the stroke element. Let Vertex[i] be the i-th point of the stroke element needed to delete and let Ver_Count be the number of points of the stroke element
Step 2.3.1: Delete a delimiter (m, 0) and Set i = 1.
Step 2.3.2: Delete Vertex[i] and let i = i + 1.
Step 2.3.3: If i < Ver_Count, go to Step 2.3.2; otherwise, go to Step 2.
Step 2.4: Edit stroke element. Editing a stroke element means moving some stroke-segments-vector of this stroke element and this is done by moving the start-point and end-point of the corresponding stroke-segments-vector. Let Vertex[i] be the start-point and end-point of the stroke-segments-vector and let dx and dy be the horizontal increment and vertical increment. Then the operation can be done as follows.
Set Step 3：Store the modification and shut down the stroke description library.
Interactive dynamic description platform
A human-computer stroke description platform for Jiaguwen character is developed based on the description scheme and description algorithm. Using this platform, we obtain a Jiaguwen stoke description library which contain stroke descriptions of 5917 Jiaguwen characters. In addition, the platform has the following functions.
(1). Browse the Jiaguwen stoke description library and demonstrate the stoke description for some Jiaguwen character in the library.
(2). Input the stoke description for any Jiaguwen character in the library.
In the platform, we input a Jiaguwen character by its serial number. The corresponding strokes will be shown after inputting a Jiaguwen's serial number.
(3). Edit or revise the stoke description for any Jiaguwen character in the library. The operation that right-click a Jiaguwen stroke will call the editing interface. After that, one can edit or revise the stroke description of the Jiaguwen character.
Since we describe the Jiaguwen characters in the stroke description library and every stroke mapping to a description sequence, adding to a stroke or revising a stroke in the library will not change its original Unicode sequence and its shape.
Conclusions
The description of Jiaguwen stroke is a difficult problem in the field of computer aided Jiaguwen processing. In this paper, we propose a human-computer dynamic description method for Jiaguwen stroke. This method can used to describe not only the Jiaguwen character but also the variant forms of the modern Chinese characters, irregular characters, merging characters and misprints. By this method, a Jiaguwen character is described based on its skeleton structure, it can be used in scanning and handwritten input. Therefore, it can overcome the difficulty of inputting the Jiaguwen characters which are not investigated yet. Our further work is to investigate more efficient description algorithm and design more universal Jiaguwen editing system.
